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ABSTRACT

Epithelial cell lines derived from rat trachea! implants 2 and 9 months
after a 4-week exposure to 200 UKdimethylbenz(a)anthracene-beeswax
pellets, and previously assayed for growth in soft agarose and tumori-
genicity, were tested at the same time of subculture for cytochalasin B-
induced multinucleation to determine the relationships between anchor
age-independent growth, uncontrolled nuclear division, and tumorigeni-
city. The relationships among the three phenotypic markers could be
separated into five distinct groups. Group I cell lines showed no growth
in agarose, showed no cytochalasin-induced multinucleation, and formed
no tumors in nude mice. Group II cell lines exhibited anchorage inde
pendence but were negative for the other markers. Group III cell lines
were anchorage independent and exhibited a positive response to cyto
chalasin B (more than 10% of the cells had three or more nuclei), but
were tumor negative. Group IV cell lines were positive for all three
markers. Group V cell lines grew in soft agarose, were cytochalasin B
negative, but formed tumors only 4 months after the cell inoculations.
The 20 cell lines generated 2 months after carcinogen exposure distrib
uted in the groups as follows: Group I, 20%; Group 2, 20%; Group III,
50%; Group IV, 15%; and Group 5, 10%. The 27 cell lines generated 9
months after carcinogen exposure distributed among the groups as: Group
I, 4%; Group II, 18%; Group III, 26%; Group IV, 52% and Group V,
0%. The results indicate that: (a) anchorage independence precedes the
two other markers of growth autonomy (b) uncontrolled nuclear division
appears as a separate property after anchorage independence and before
tumorigenicity; (c) tumorigenicity appears preferably in the cell popula
tions that exhibit anchorage independence and uncontrolled nuclear di
vision; and (</) progression in growth autonomy occurs in the trachea!
implants in vivo which can be detected in vitro as an increase in cell lines
positive for the three phenotypic markers.

INTRODUCTION

Human clinical studies (e.g. Refs. 1-3) and a wide range of
experimental animal studies (e.g., Refs. 4-6) strongly support
the hypothesis that cancer development is a multistep process.
Studies of carcinogenesis in in vitro systems, particularly those
utilizing primary and early passage cell cultures, have given
further credence to this view (7-9). In the in vitro systems, the
progression of cancer development after carcinogen treatment
is seen first as focal morphological transformation in the cell
cultures, followed by immortalization, anchorage independ
ence, and ultimately tumorigenicity upon continued cultivation
of the cells. We use an in vivo-in vitro experimental approach,
the trachÃ©alimplant-cell culture model (10-13), to study the
development of cancer in the respiratory tract. In this approach,
carcinogen exposure and neoplastic progression takes place in
the animal for the desired lengths of time before in vitro markers
of neoplasia are looked for in cell cultures generated from the
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exposed tracheas. We have found that a very early marker of
cancer initiation in rat trachea! cells was their ability to survive
in medium without added pyruvate, a supplement required by
normal trachÃ©alcells in culture (14). The next indication of
increased growth autonomy in the surviving cells was their
capacity to withstand dissociation and subculture into cell lines,
i.e.. the acquisition of immortality (11). Further alteration in
the growth control of these cells during subculture was evident
as growth in soft agar. This anchorage-independent growth was
found long before tumorigenicity in many of the cell lines (11).

Recently we completed a study in which we tracked the
progression of neoplasia in cell populations isolated from tra
chÃ©alimplants at increasing lengths of time after exposure to
different doses of DMBA3 (13). Because we followed both

classical morphological markers and changes in the in vitro
growth behavior of carcinogen-altered cell populations isolated
from the same tracheas, direct correlations between in vivo and
in vitro markers of cancer progression could be looked for and
indeed were found. The findings in that study most pertinent
to the present report are the following. Extending the time
interval between the end of carcinogen exposure and generation
of primary cell cultures and subsequent cell lines increased the
percentage of lines that exhibited anchorage-independent
growth. Extending the time interval also increased the number
of anchorage-independent cell lines that tested positive for
tumorigenicity. These results clearly showed that progressive
changes take place in the carcinogen-exposed trachÃ©alepithe
lium in vivo that can be detected subsequently as quantitative
increases in growth parameters in vitro. During the course of
the same study we also began testing cell lines for their ability
to form mult Â¡nucleatedcells in the presence of CB. Although a
subject of controversy (15, 16), multinucleation in the presence
of this fungal metabolite is believed to be a reflection of altered
control of nuclear division and has been correlated with the
uncontrolled growth of tumorigeri Â¡ecells (17, 19). It was our
specific aim to determine whether CB-induced multinucleation
occurs in the trachea! cell lines and whether there is any
correlation with anchorage-independent growth and/or tumor
igenicity. Our results indicate that uncontrolled nuclear division
appears as a separate step after anchorage-independent growth
but before tumorigenicity in rat trachÃ©alcells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Lines. All 53 cell lines used in this study came from specific-
pathogen-free Fisher 344 rat trachea! implants exposed to DMB.Y
beeswax pellets by reported procedures (20, 21). Passages 9 and 20 of
cell line 1000W came from an early study in which trachea! implants
were exposed for 2 weeks to 640 ng DMBA (11). Cell line 1000WT
was established from a tumor which developed after inoculation of cell
line 1000W into an irradiated isogenic host. Twenty of the cell lines
were established from trachea! implants 2 months after a 4-week
exposure to 200-/Â¿gDMBA pellets. Twenty-seven cell lines were estab-

3The abbreviations used are: DMBA, 7,)2-dimethylbenzfÂ»anthracene; CB,

cytochalasin B.
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lished from trachea! implants 9 months after a 4-week exposure to 200-
Mg DMBA pellets. The remaining 4 cell lines came from trachea!
implants exposed for 9 months to the 200-jig DMBA pellets. The
procedures for developing and maintaining these rat trachea! epithelial
cell lines have been described in detail in previous reports (10-13).
Most pertinent to note concerning these procedures are the following.
The cell lines originated as epithelial outgrowths from pieces of the
carcinogen-exposed trachea! implants. Three epithelial outgrowths
were generated from each piece. The carcinogen-altered cells in these
primary populations were selected out by culture for 2 weeks in an
enriched Waymouth's 752/1 medium which lacked pyruvate and insulin

supplements. Once the surviving populations reached approximately 4
x I(Iscells, they were subcultured and tests for anchorage-independent

growth and tumorigenicity were carried out at about the third passage.
Relationships between the epithelial cell origin and growth rates, an
chorage-independent growth, and tumorigenicity for one cell line from
each expiant were reported in the earlier publications (12, 13). In the
present study we have included all the cell lines established from the
expiants at 2 and 9 months post-DMBA exposure to maximize the
samples of lines tested and have classified the lines into groups accord
ing to relationships among the markers of neoplasia including CB-
induced multinucleation which was assayed at the same time as growth
in agarose and tumorigenicity.

Anchorage Independence and Tumorigenicity Assays. Anchorage-in
dependent growth was tested by dispersing, in duplicate 4 x IO4 cells

in 2.0 ml of 0.33% agarose (Sigma, type II). This was layered over 5.0
ml of 0.5% agarose in 60-mm tissue culture dishes embossed on the
bottom with 2-mm grids. After 3 weeks, the cells which formed colonies
were stained by adding 1.0 ml of a vital tetrazolium dye, following the
procedure of Schaeffer and Friend (22). Colonies of 8 or more cells
were counted 2 days after adding the stain. A colony of 8 cells was
chosen as a minimum because it indicates that at least 3 cell divisions
occurred. These colonies were easily distinguished from cell clumps by
this method. Cultures were considered positive if at least one colony
was found per dish (0.01%).

The ability of cells to form tumors was tested by inoculating 1 x 10'
cells s.c. on the backs of four 5- to 7-week-old CC3-10 nude mice which
had been irradiated with 400 rads within 24 h of inoculation. The
animals were palpated for tumors weekly for 180 days. Carcinoma
verification was made in slices of the tumors fixed in Bouin's solution

and embedded in paraffin, and sections were stained in hematoxylin
and eosin.

Multinucleation Assay. The multinucleation of cells in the presence
of CB was measured as described by O'Neill et al. (15). Cells were
seeded at 1.25 x 10s/35 mm dish, and cultures were treated in duplicate

with 2 concentrations of CB (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) and
the dimethyl sulfoxide solvent as control. Two lots of CB were used of
which one was determined to be slightly more effective in preliminary
experiments. The more potent lot of CB was used at 1 and 3 Mg/ml
medium. The other was used at 2 and 6 /ig/mL The higher dose in each
case was included to detect possible resistant cell lines. The CB or
dimethyl sulfoxide was added to the dishes when the cells were approx
imately one-third confluent. The cells were usually exposed to the CB
for 3 days unless the cells grew slowly, in which case the CB was present
for up to 6 days. The progress of growth was judged by visually following
increase in cell number in the control dishes to confluency. The cultures
were fixed in Bouin's fluid and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. To

count nuclei in the cells on the dish, emersion oil was used to mount
the coverslips. The extent of multinucleation was expressed as the mean
percentage of 500 or more cells counted per dish which had 3 or more
nuclei. The length of CB exposure did not necessarily give the maximal
multinucleation possible. A conservative length of exposure was used
to guard against extensive sloughing of cells from the dish. Also, the
cell lines have marked differences in morphology and growth patterns.
Extensive differentiation occurs in some cell lines, which alters the
proliferating population. Multiple mitotic figures in dividing cells are
clear in some of the cell lines, while in others the mitotic cells round
up giving false negative cells. Obviously, optimal culture conditions
would have to be determined for each cell line to obtain maximal
multinucleation. Our aim in the present study was to do a survey of

many cell lines under fairly constant assay conditions. Therefore, a cell
line was classified as CB positive if 10% of the countable cells had 3 or
more nuclei. This percentage was chosen because it was above control
levels in the trachÃ©alcell lines and in the control cell cultures used in
other studies (18, 19).

RESULTS

First of all, 4 trachea! epithelial cell lines generated from
pieces of carcinogen-exposed trachÃ©alimplants bearing carci
nomas were tested for muitinucleation in the presence of CB to
determine if there was a direct correlation between multinu
cleation and their tumor origin (Table 1). All 4 of the cell lines
exhibited 3 or more nuclei in 14% or more of the cells. Also,
all the cell lines were tumorigenic when inoculated back into
nude mice and were anchorage independent when tested for
growth in agarose. Secondly, a cell line, 1000W, previously
shown to become anchorage independent and tumorigenic dur
ing subculture (11), was tested at a relatively early and late
passage for CB-induced multinucleation (Table 1). At passage
9, the cells exhibited low growth in agarose but had less than
10% multinucleation, while at passage 20 when the cells were
tumorigenic anchorage-independent growth and multinuclea
tion had increased markedly. The percentage of cells showing
these 2 phenotypic markers was even higher in the cell line
derived from the tumor.

The data in Table 1 indicated a coincident relationship at
least between uncontrolled nuclear division and tumorigenicity
in the trachÃ©alcell lines. This prompted us to measure CB-
induced multinucleation at the same time that we were testing
for anchorage-independent growth and tumorigenicity in cell
lines established from trachea! implants 2 months (Table 2)
and 9 months (Table 3) after a 4-week exposure to DMBA.
The relationships among these 3 phenotypic markers could be
separated into 5 distinct groups. Cell lines placed in Group I
did not grow in soft agarose, did not show significant CB-
induced multinucleation, and were not tumorigenic. Cell lines
in Group II exhibited anchorage-independent growth but were
negative for the 2 other markers. Group III cell lines all exhib
ited anchorage-independent growth and were classified CB pos
itive (10% or more of the cells have 3 or more nuclei when
cultured in CB-supplemented medium). The cell lines desig
nated Group IV were positive for all 3 markers, i.e., for an
chorage independence and CB-induced multinucleation, and
were tumorigenic when inoculated into nude mice. Only tra-
cheas from the 2-month post-DMBA exposure had cell lines in
Group V (Table 2). The 2 cell lines (2-12b, 2-12c) making up

Table 1 CB-induced multinucleation and anchorage-independent growth in
tumorigenic trachÃ©alepithelial cell lines

Multinucleation (%)Cell line Growth in ' ' '-
designation"T-laT-2aT-2bT-lb1000W

p9'1000Wp201000WTagarose*23.770.080.8221.130.021.9816.07Control1.11.83.23.10.60.51.1CB17.026.625.734.89.739.978.5SxCB*14.225.929.822.8NDND71.6in

nudemicec++++_++

" The tumor-derived cell lines are numbered consecutively according to extent
of CB-induced multinucleation. A line is given the same number and the letter b
if it is a second cell line in the list from the same expiant.

* Percentage of cells forming colonies of 8 or more cells from the 4 x 10*cells
seeded per 60-mm dish.

' Four dorsal s.c. inoculations per cell line.
* CB concentrations were 1 or 2 Â¿ig/mlmedium or 3 times this amount.
' p, passage number; ND, not determined.
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Table 2 Classification of epithelial cell lines established from 2-month post-
DMBA-exposed trachÃ©alimplants into groups based on growth in agarose, extent

ofCB-induced multinucleation, and tumorigenicit)f

Table 3 Classification of epithelial cell lines established from 9 months post-
DMBA-exposed trachÃ©alimplants into groups based on growth in agarose, extent

ofCB-induced multinucleation, and tumorigenicitf

Cell line
designation"Group

I2-12-22-3a2-4Group

II2-5a2-62-7a2-8Group

III2-9a2-7b2-3b2-9b2-9c2-5b2-7cGroup

IV2-102-112-12aGroup

V2-12b2-1

2cTime

in
culture*

(days)11087951218711311824810716376595521673100182576063Growth

in
agarose

(%)00000.070.230.040.010.370.041.170.030.092.913.300.021.290.070.360.63i

Multinucleation(%)Control0.20.22.14.70.12.52.01.42.33.90.11.41.42.94.02.03.24.51.11.9CB2.53.43.15.00.60.32.37.19.215.014.114.917.736.437.216.915.824.71.83.13xCB1.42.51.63.60.21.01.44.010.813.118.821.826.530.145.516.218.431.92.64.5No.of
tumors/4
nudemice0000000000000003

(26)c2(7)4(4)1

(145)2(128)

* See Table 1, Footnote a. A line is given the same number and the letter c if

it is a third cell line in the list from the same expiant.
* Total time in primary and subculture to testing for markers of neoplasia.

This was usually the 3rd or 4th passage.
' Numbers in parentheses, day after inoculation a tumor was first palpable.
'CB-induced multinucleation was tested in this group of cell lines 3 separate

limes with similar results.

Cell line
designationGroup

I9-laGroup

119-2a9-39-49-59-2bGroup

III9-6a9-7a9-89-9a9-6b9-109-lbGroup

IV9-119-129-13a9-14a9-15a9-9b9-14b9-7b9-9c9-15b9-lSc9-13b9-169-lcTime

in
culture(days)6293998397861131135873918678997279706765838511755618511891Growth

in
agarose

(%)00.260.030.060.604.910.700.550.150.500.113.140.981.590.0321.305.120.250.078.600.601.560.080.233.860.434.82Multinucleation

(%)Control0.20.50.70.67.11.50.62.45.51.01.65.24.54.28.21.20.22.00.26.33.06.12.23.24.92.03.8CB1.20.51.00.63.92.817.917.313.331.729.026.745.211.020.232.936.139.741.947.148.048.132.812.563.147.785.53xCB1.00.51.92.26.09.717.220.929.930.741.552.255.57.915.725.618.634.831.740.641.044.648.255.556.060.681.5No.of
tumors/4
nudemice00000000000001

(162)1
(155)3(28)3(9)2(79)1(57)4(36)4(8)4(65)4(16)4(9)3(148)4(9)1

(180)
' See footnotes, Tables 1 and 2.

this group exhibited anchorage-independent growth and were
tumorigenic but did not form multinucleated cells in the pres
ence of CB above control levels. However, the tumors formed
by the 2 cell lines were not palpable until 126-145 days after
inoculation. This contrasted markedly to the short time to
appearance of the tumors in Group IV cell lines in Table 2. It
is also interesting to note that the 2 cell lines in Group V were
established from different epithelial outgrowths from the same
piece of trachea. A third outgrowth and subsequent cell line (2-
12a) obtained from the same trachÃ©alexpiant was CB positive.
In this case tumors were palpable as early as 4 days after
inoculation (Table 2, Group IV). The differences in the response
to CB and tumor aggressiveness could not be attributed to the
length of time in culture since the time to testing was similar
for all 3 cell lines (57, 60, and 63 days).

Heterogeneity among the cell lines from the same trachea!
pieces was often seen. For example, cell line 2-7a appears in
Group II. Cell line 2-7b and 2-7c are in Group III, but multi
nucleation was approximately 3-fold higher in 2-7c. It should
be noted that growth in agarose increased markedly in 2-7c as
well. The time in culture was markedly different for the 3 lines
(118, 163, and 73 days for 2-7a, 2-7b, 2-7c, respectively) and
did not correlate with extent of multinucleation. The most
dramatic differences in markers of neoplasia for 3 cell lines
from the same trachÃ©alexplant were seen in 9-la, 9-lb, and 9-
Ic (Table 3). Cell line 9-la is in Group I, 9-lb at the bottom of
Group III, and 9-lc at the bottom of Group IV because it had
the highest level of CB-induced multinucleation and was at least
minimally tumorigenic. These 3 cell lines again show an in
crease of colony formation in agarose with increased CB-in
duced multinucleation and tumorigenicity. In this case there

was a direct relationship with increase in culture time (more
proliferation) and progression of the markers of neoplasia.

The most surprising finding in this study was the detection
of a number of cell lines that were able to form multinucleated
cells in the presence of CB but were not tumorigenic (Group
III). Overall, 50% of the cell lines from the 2-month post-
DMBA-exposed tracheas were CB positive and 35% of these
were in Group III while 15% were in Group IV. In contrast
78% of the cell lines from the 9-month post-DMBA-exposed
tracheas were CB positive and this distributed as 26% in Group
III and 52% in Group IV. These data strongly suggest that over
time cells first acquire uncontrolled nuclear division and later
become tumorigenic.

The degrees of multinucleation in the individual cells of the
Group III and Group IV cell lines were compared to determine
if the nontumorigenic lines had only a limited capacity to divide
in the presence of CB. Fig. 1 shows the percentage of distribu
tion of the number of nuclei per cell for a cell line from Groups
III and IV from both the 2-month and 9-month post-carcino
gen-exposed tracheas. Although the 2 cell lines from the 9-
month post-DMBA-exposed tracheas had a higher percentage
of cells with 7 or more nuclei, all the lines had some cells with
large numbers of nuclei. This was generally the case for all the
cell lines in Groups III and IV from both exposure conditions
(data not shown).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we showed that an alteration in the control of
nuclear division appeared after anchorage-independent growth
but before tumorigenicity in epithelial cell cultures generated
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Fig. 1. Degree of CB-induced multinucleation in two nontumorigenic (2-7c,
9-10) and two tumorigenic (2-12a, 9-16) epithelial cell lines established from
DMBA-exposed rat trachea! implants. All the cell lines were exposed to 3 x CB
for 3 days. The lines are classi tied CB positive because more than 10% of the
cells have three or more nuclei. All the lines have some cells with seven or more
nuclei.

from DMBA-preexposed rat trachea! implants. This uncon
trolled nuclear division reveals itself as continued replication of
nuclei in the presence of cytochalasin B, which binds actin in
the cytoskeletal network thereby inhibiting cytoplasmic cleav
age (23). Many investigators have shown that tumorigenic cell
lines will form mult Â¡nucleatedcells in the presence of cytochal
asin B while nontumorigenic cells do not (17-19). The inter
pretation has been that cytoplasmic and nuclear division are
coordinately regulated in normal cells and that this tight regu
lation is lost in tumor cells. Because CB-induced multinuclea
tion was not found in all tumorigenic cell lines, the relationship
between uncontrolled nuclear division and tumorigenicity has
been questioned by some investigators. The most notable lack
of correlation is found in RNA virus-transformed cells and in
some tumorigenic liver cell lines both of which do not exhibit
uncontrolled growth (16, 24). The lack of correlation in the
liver cells reported by San et al. (24) cannot be clearly inter
preted or compared to our studies because they used a markedly
different and unconventional procedure to carry out their mul
tinucleation assay. That many RNA virus-transformed cells do
not express uncontrolled nuclear division supports the view that
this alteration in growth is a distinct property not essential for
tumorigenicity, and the gene(s) regulating this property is typ
ically not involved in RNA virus transformation. Our having
found trachÃ©alcell lines with uncontrolled nuclear division that
were not tumorigenic in the present study is further evidence
that this is a property separate from tumorigenicity. However,
all but 2 of the 25 tumorigenic trachÃ©alcell lines which could
be analyzed were positive for CB-induced multinucleation at
testing to a conclusion that progression of neoplasia in trachea!
epithelium preferentially occurs within cell populations that
have uncontrolled nuclear division. Palpable tumors did not
form until more than 4 months after inoculation of the 2 CB-
negative tumorigenic cell lines (2-12b, 2-12c), which leaves open
the possibility that uncontrolled nuclear division was acquired
during proliferation of the inoculated cells within the test

animals. A third cell line (2-12a) from the same expiant was
strongly CB positive and formed tumors very rapidly in nude
mice. In general, cell lines from the same expiant had similar
morphologies. Heterogeneity among the lines may represent
variations in portions of an expanding clonal cell population
growing off the expiant which have slightly different rates of
genetic instability during long-term culture. The genetic insta
bility is believed to be important to the evolution of neoplasia
in clonal populations (8). In some cases, the multiple cell lines
may come from different tumor initiation sites on the same
expiant. Whether from a same or a different expiant, the
expanding cell populations from the different tumor initiation
sites would be expected to have different in vitro growth require
ments, different growth rates, different levels of differentiation,
etc., which will be reflected in the efficiency of growth in
agarose, levels of multinucleation, etc., characteristic to each
cell line.

In our series of in vivo-in vitro studies (10, 13), we have now
identified five stages in the progression of carcinogenesis in rat
trachea! epithelial cells. Carcinogen-altered cells can first be
distinguished at a very early stage from normal cells based on
their lack of need for pyruvate and insulin supplements in the
medium for survival in culture (14). In line with this, we have
determined that normal trachÃ©alcells metabolize the exogenous
pyruvate at much higher levels than the carcinogen-altered cells
(25). The second stage of carcinogenesis detected is the acqui
sition of immortality or the ability of the cells to withstand
subculture indefinitely. Progression toward further growth au
tonomy is seen as anchorage-independent growth, i.e., prolif
eration of single cells into colonies while suspended in soft
agarose. TrachÃ©alcell populations which exhibit anchorage
independence can progress to expression of a fourth stage of
growth autonomy, uncontrolled nuclear division. The fifth and
final stage of neoplasia, the formation of tumors, is expressed
mainly by cell populations, inoculated into animals, which have
advanced through the first four stages of carcinogenesis. Al
though there is evidence in the literature that all these properties
of growth autonomy are not necessary for tumorigenicity (15,
16), our findings indicate that trachea! cells advance through
these stages of carcinogenesis during proliferation in vivo or in
vitro, which give them the growth advantage to attain frank
neoplasia. Progression of cell populations through multiple
stages during proliferation //; vitro was easily demonstrated by
periodically testing for markers during subculture of cell line
1000W. In the present in vivo-in vitro study, we also found a
higher percentage of carcinogen-altered cell populations iso
lated from trachea! implants 9 months after carcinogen expo
sure which exhibited anchorage-independent growth, CB-in
duced multinucleation, and tumorigenicity compared to cell
populations isolated 2 months after carcinogen exposure. This
indicates that some type of progression in growth autonomy
must also occur in carcinogen-exposed trachea! implants in the
animal which may not be expressed the same as that found in
vivo but certainly can be detected by the same in vitro markers.
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